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EVE AUDIO Introduces the SC3070 Monitor

A powerful and precise 3-way near / mid field monitor in a smaller

footprint

Studio monitor specialist EVE Audio is proud to announce the debut of its newest

monitoring solution, the SC3070. Designed and assembled in Berlin, Germany, the

SC3070 is a high-resolution, tri-amplified near / mid field monitor optimized for

precise midrange and powerful bass response, making them especially well-suited

for applications were the complete skill set of a fully-fledged 3-way system is

required, but where space is at a premium.

The SC3070 powered studio monitor utilizes a 7-inch low frequency driver and a

4-inch glass-fibre honeycomb diaphragm woofer. The latter has been designed to

reproduce clear midrange frequencies with utmost detail. EVE Audio´s proprietary

RS3 Air Motion Transformer provides smooth and accurate high frequency

reproduction to complete the system.

All of the SC3070’s frequency response parameters are controlled by high-

resolution DSP electronics supported by a high quality A/D converter from Burr-
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Brown. Three high-quality Class D amplifiers are directly connected to the DSP

section with no additional conversion to ensure extreme reliability.

The speakers are packaged in sophisticated cabinets that house a bevelled ultra-

stiff front plate to reduce unwanted resonances and diffraction.

With the SC3070, EVE Audio displays its commitment to ongoing innovation and

development in a 3-way system with very small foot print for users that require the

consistency and quality for which EVE Audio is known throughout the world.

Expected to ship in Q2 2020, the EVE Audio SC3070 will carry a list price of 1700 €

each.

www.eve-audio.com
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